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Curated by JEANNE FALK ADAMS



INTRODUCTION

Water is more than a resource. It is essential to all the life we know. Yet our oceans, rivers, lakes and other 
sources of water are in crisis.  Extreme weather events, aquifer depletion, rights of access, toxic contami-
nants, fracking, pollution, floods, desertification, and the impact of rising seawater on urbanized deltas, 
are just a few of the pressing water-related issues that confront us.  

The FRAGILE WATERS exhibition was born out of this concern. In 2010 a seemingly unstoppable oil spill 
gushed into the Gulf of Mexico, polluting and contaminating life not only in the water but on shore. Just 
one year later the powerful earthquake and tsunami in Japan again wreacked tragic destruction, includ-
ing the release of radioactive contaminants onto the air and water, threatening life in unpredictable ways 
for years to come. These events increase the urgency of establishing courageous policies to protect wa-
tersheds, oceans, and plant and animal marine life. We all depend on clean and accessible potable water 
worldwide.

The black-and-white photographs by the three artists comprising the images of FRAGILE WATERS is a 
more powerful collective statement than that of any one individual alone. These artists communicate 
the beauty and vitality of water, focusing on nature and engaging the viewer in affirming the intrinsic 
aesthetic, emotional and essential life value of water.  In techniques and time these artists span a century. 
Ansel Adams’ early years as a budding artist photographer burdened with cumbersome 8 x 10 glass plate 
negatives whilst traveling unpaved, washboard roads in pursuit of unspoiled nature, laid a foundation 
for his legendary technical mastery. Adams pre-visualized images, expertly crafting elegant iconic land-
scapes where he intensified and purified the experience of natural beauty, capturing the sublime mag-
nificence of wilderness. Ernest H. Brooks II, one of the foremost underwater landscape photographers, 
began photographing primarily using his Hasselblad in a special housing, chronicling a wilderness un-
known to most of us. More recently, Brooks captured infrared images of light on eerily beautiful calving 
Antarctica icebergs utilizing advanced digital technology. Dorothy Kerper Monnelly’s brilliant intimate 
portrayal of the beauty of privately conserved marshes of Massachusetts takes on greater importance 
as swamps and marshlands so valued to water systems increasingly vanish in the face of urban develop-
ment.  Monnelly carries her large 4x5 format camera equipment out in the dark through the marshes to 
catch the magic of dawn.  For nearly 100 years, these three artists have demonstrated the beauty of — 
and reverence for — the nature that inspires them.  The immediacy of their depiction is profound, inviting 
viewers, too, to respond personally.  Their work lifts the spirit and opens the mind to possibilities.

In FRAGILE WATERS, Brooks becomes our guide to the unfamiliar underwater realm, while Adams and 
Monnelly introduce us to the Pacific and Atlantic coastal landscapes. Here in black-and-white we see 
waters flowing freely, the ocean as habitat, the beauty and elegance of water from the highest mountain 
stream to the aquifer under Death Valley — all the magic of aqueous light, form, design, and environ-
ment.  Such beauty connects us imperceptibly to our natural world, inspires us, and makes us more com-
plete. My hope as curator is to move viewers with that beauty and to help shift current attitudes from 
complacency to positive engagement.  Many places interpreted in this exhibition are protected.  We can 
conserve and restore water by policy and practice before it is too late.  Will we?  —Jeanne Falk Adams  
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OVERVIEW

FRAGILE WATERS calls attention to water, the critical resource, in all its beauty and power, inviting the 
viewer to engage with interpretations of three dynamic and dedicated photographers.

From Ansel Adam’s first magical trip to Yosemite at 14, Ernest H. Brooks II’s first scuba dive at 13, and Doro-
thy Kerper Monnelly’s infatuation with the salt marshes at 18, these photographers each have lived their 
conviction, passion and commitment, and now share it through FRAGILE WATERS.  Brooks and Monnelly 
have each been referred to as the “Ansel Adams” of their genres, and like him, they have spent their lives 
near an ocean. Each has a strong “integrity of place.” Each has worked to protect the sanctity of the envi-
ronment through the universal language of black-and-white photography. Environmental degradation 
raises growing concerns. Restoration and preservation of the Earth’s aquatic ecosystems — her Fragile 
Waters — is far more compelling through the empathetic lens of each of these environmental stewards.

FRAGILE WATERS is designed to engage the viewer in a respectful and emotional connection to water.  Wa-
ter is more than a resource; it is essential to all life we know.  In a time of blatant disregard for the sanctity of 
the environment, this exhibition focuses on the beauty of pure free-flowing water, of reflections and light, 
of water forms such as rain clouds, ice and icebergs, and of life in water, providing us access to a world 
we may never otherwise know.  Brooks, Monnelly and Adams, all are devoted to nature, and that energy 
flows though their images. Integrating the work of these three artists into a cohesive exhibit multiplies its 
impact many times over.

Few of us can imagine what a wave looks like crashing at the surface of the ocean from 90 feet below.  
Brooks shares that unique perspective, so that we can almost feel the pounding vibration and sound of 
the waves.  The beauty and playful nature of animals living in the seas is revealed.  Imagine observing the 
performance of the pirouetting sea lion, of sea lions mimicking Brooks gently blowing bubbles, of the ma-
jestic form of an underwater bell of air, and of the interesting universality of sea lion pups greeting under 
water in the Pacific Ocean and on land in the Antarctica, and the similarity of salt hay in the Antarctica 
and the Great Marsh of Massachusetts.  The brilliant and quiet landscapes of Monnelly and Adams give us 
pause, and invite enjoyment and contemplation.  

FRAGILE WATERS suggests our ability to change the course of the future, and is an antidote to recent 
tragedies in the Gulf of Mexico and Japan.  Mother Earth is vulnerable to disasters of all kinds, from toxic 
materials unleashed under the sea or underground to natural disasters such as tsunamis, earthquakes, 
fires, droughts, floods, and tornados.  Water our most precious resource, presents us with some of the most 
complex and  important issues of our time.  It is up to us individually and collectively to take notice and 
action. 

“To stand at the edge of the sea, to sense the ebb and flow of the tides, to feel the breath of a mist moving over a 
great salt marsh, to watch the flight of shore birds that have swept up and down the surf lines of the continents for 
untold thousands of years . . . is to have knowledge of things that are as nearly eternal as any earthly life can be. “
 —  Rachel Carson
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KEY MESSAGES /VISUAL COMPONENTS

FRAGILE WATERS:  A powerful aesthetic and environmental statement, blending inspiring black and white 
photographs of three committed, renowned artists who feel an obvious reverence for nature and know 
the integrity of place.  

Water is crucial for all life on planet Earth.  

Today’s technology and deleterious human practices adversely impact the sustainability of sufficient clean 
water for the present and future. Water makes up the largest proportion of the Earth’s surface, and we, as 
terrestrial beings, are largely unfamiliar with life under water. We take care of what we know and respect 
— there is NO AWAY.  

The photographs of Ernest H. Brooks II dramatically show light and water from above and below the sur-
face — illuminating it as habitat, as resource, and in various forms. Dorothy Kerper Monnelly has visually 
explored the important marshlands that are the vibrant interface of the land and sea, finding beauty in 
both quiet and stormy moments. Ansel Adams’s images, some famed and others unknown, connect the 
viewer with the wonders of the waterfalls of Yosemite and beyond, from simple details to grand vistas.

This exhibition takes us from the snowmelt in the High Sierra at 12,000 feet elevation, to a vantage point 
beneath a wave crashing under the surface of the Pacific. The magic of schools of fish swimming in unison 
amidst moving kelp, other sea life organizing in patterns, the illumination from available light, and the 
drama of life – all of these have visceral impact. Their beauty connects us emotionally to the fragility of 
water resources and invites caring.

•	 Light, patterns, forms, design, and continuities of water and nature, even though varied, have myriad 
characteristics in common throughout the world. 

•	 Water creates forms and patterns, and its natural force changes the landscape by erosion. Water carries 
rocks and sediment, moves sand and continually redefines shorelines. 

•	 Wind and other natural forces transform water, manifesting ever-changing conditions and events.

•	 The drama and grace of movement, the intelligence of animals and fish, are evident in the dynamic life 
witnessed in water. 

•	 Man’s access into/onto the water by various modes is illustrated; by dory, ship, and divers descending, 
anticipating adventures of discovery, sometimes risky and challenging.

•	 Witnessing contemporary environmental changes, as in the fragile coral, increases awareness of the 
value of marine reserves and sanctuaries. 

•	 Aerodynamic forms in nature have inspired technology and design. 

•	 Creative black-and-white photography powerfully and elegantly renders the quality and subtleties of 
light, atmosphere, and form.
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EXHIBITION ORGANIZATION

The exhibition design follows the logic of images relating to each other, of cadence and momentum, 
interspersing dramatic with quiet, contemplative elements.  We are addressing threats to the wonder-
ful fresh, free moving waters that we all rely upon to be clean and accessible.  Contamination, pollution, 
over-consumption, and deeply fracturing the earth to access energy sources, all heighten the need for 
awareness of the fragile nature of water today.   Visitors are invited to connect with beauty in nature, wa-
ter, and will hopefully be inspired to consider action about restoring and conserving water .

Also provided is a collection of varied quotations, for supplementary and wall text use.

The A to Z1 designations represent thematic groupings within the exhibition:
A Icebergs,  side-lighting
B Light and clouds increasingly bright, near to distant
C Forms and illumination
D Forms, occurring in nature and eroded by nature
E Sand and surf, wind and water erosion, flowing forms
F Aerodynamics of design
G Man in the depths, representative of activities including science and adventure 
H Water as habitat
I Movement, rhythm and pattern
J Air bells and bubble play  
K Similarities in patterns the world over, in seal lions greeting and windswept salt grasses
L Evidence of human activity on land touching water 
M Stillness, silences, listening, being present 
N Marsh grasses and light
O Kelp and light, elegant and graceful
P Coral Forms
Q Light shimmering on water
R Quality of light on moving water
S Upward movement of water, forces defying gravity
T Surf, including 90 feet below the crashing wave
U The power of water to change the landscape
V Reflections uniting land, sky and water
W Graphic drama, still waters
X Waterfalls
Y Frozen wintery waters
Z Ice designs
Z1 Bold design in moving and melting water, carving the land
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FACT SHEET
 Exhibition available through 2016

Details:
 Linear Feet: +/- 240’ (continuous with no spacing)
  117 fine art B/W photographs, framed
  3 artist statements
 Ansel Adams: 37 fine art B/W photographs, gelatin silver, (over-mat sizes listed)
  1- 8.5x11, 1- 11.5x9.5, 2- 14x18, 1- 15x19, 6- 16x20, 4- 18x14, 3- 19x15, 2- 20x16, 8- 22x28,   
  1- 24x18, 1- 24x22, 1- 24x30, 4- 28x22, 1- 33x39, 1- 34x28

 Dorothy Kerper Monnelly: 36 fine art B/W photographs, 
  35 gelatin silver, 1 archival pigment on paper (over-mat sizes listed)
  2- 13x31, 8- 14x18, 4- 18x14, 1- 20x16, 2- 22x26, 1-26x22, 4- 22x28, 11- 28x22, 1- 24x27, 1- 27x24,  
  1- 30x 36

 Ernest H. Brooks II: 44 fine art B/W photographs,
  16 gelatin silver, 28 archival pigment on paper (over-mat sizes listed)
  1- 14x22, 10- 16x20, 1-17x21, 3-20x16, 2- 20x24, 3- 22x20.5, 5- 22x 28, 10- 24x 20, 1-24x30, 
  1- 27x26,  1- 27.5x31, 3- 28x22, 1-30x24, 2- 30x30

Educational Material:
 Lectures: 45 minute to 1 hour lecture / multimedia presentations
  Ansel Adams: Dr. Michael Adams or Curator Jeanne Falk Adams on AA’s life and work.
  Dorothy Kerper Monnelly: “A Visual Journey Through the Great Marsh”
  Ernest H. Brooks II: “Our World of Water”

Ancillary Products:
 Books:
  Ansel Adams: list of books upon request
  Dorothy Kerper Monnelly:  For My Daughters
     Photos by artist, poetry by her mother, D. Kerper, Distribution: Hudson Hills Press 
 Fine Art Photographs, Cards, and DVDs:
  Matted prints (open editions) 
  Collections of boxed notecards
  Licensed Ansel Adams DVDs
 Posters:  selected exhibition images are available for paper product licensing (except A. Adams)
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FACT SHEET continued

Lease Fee:  Inquire 

Distribution:  
 Representation by photokunst LLC:  
  Barbara Cox, Principal

www.photokunst.com
Email: info@photokunst.com
Tel:  (001) 360 378 1028			•			Fax: (001) 360 370 5061
725 Argyle Avenue, Friday Harbor, WA 98250  USA

Security: 
 Maximum Security, Environmental, and Fire Systems Required
  Restricted access galleries, with electronic and human surveillance

Insurance:
  Venue responsible for “wall to wall” Insurance
  Insurance Value:  $1,750,000 USD

Shipping:  Round trip shipping costs are the responsibility of the institutions  
 Estimated weight =  3200  pounds   
 8  Crates Total (dimensions in inches): 330 x 48 x 42, 30 x 40 x 39, 30 x 41 x 33, 30 x 54 x 29, 
  30 x 41 x 3, 28 x 36 x 35, 30 x 45 x 39, 32 x 37 x 30

Credit Line:   
 Photos are credited to the respective artists: (unless otherwise noted)
  © Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust, courtesy of Michael & Jeanne Adams
  © Dorothy Kerper Monnelly
  © Ernest H. Brooks II                           

 The exhibition is organized and circulated by:  photokunst LLC 
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ANSEL ADAMS

BIOGRAPHY

“The love that Americans poured out for the work and person of 
Ansel Adams during his old age, and that they have continued 
to express with undiminished enthusiasm since his death, is an 
extraordinary phenomenon, perhaps unparalleled in our coun-
try’s response to a visual artist.”  Perhaps this special esteem is 
because they “sensed that he believed in something that they 
believed in; not the high sentiment of conservation, or the sci-
ence of ecology, or the art of photography, but the deeply ro-
mantic idea that the great vistas and microcosmic details of the 
wilderness could be seen as metaphor for freedom and heroic 
aspiration.” (John Szarkowski, Ansel Adams at 100) 

Ansel Adams noted that interpretation relates “to the revelation of the deeper impulse of the world.  It must 
stimulate response and activate understanding.  In addition it should prepare – create an anticipatory mood... 
The only value of most national park and wilderness areas is the value of the intangibles... Are not the intan-
gibles of the world an integral part of our national resource?”

As a child Ansel Adams lived amidst the sand dunes of San Francisco overlooking the “Golden Gate” of the 
San Francisco Bay. He felt and smelled the ozone and fog, roamed freely, was precocious, and was a misfit 
in school.  After reading In the Heart of the Sierra, by Hutchings, Ansel was infatuated and persuaded his 
parents to vacation in Yosemite that summer.  For the rest of his life his reverence for nature, the moun-
tains, and light, as he conveyed in his photographs, inspired and brought music to the hearts of many.  “I 
hope that my work will encourage expression in others and stimulate the search for beauty and creative excite-
ment in the great world around us.”

“A great photograph is one that fully expresses what one feels, in the deepest sense, about what is being photographed, 
and is, thereby, a true manifestation of what one feels about life in its entirety.  This visual expression of feeling should 
be set forth in terms of a simple devotion to the medium.  It should be a statement of the greatest clarity and perfec-
tion possible under the conditions of its creation and production.”

Photographer, advocate, conservationist, mountaineer, writer, teacher, musician, scientist, innovator, cura-
tor - Adams was all of these.  He shared with delight and persisted in what was important to him, such as 
preservation of wilderness areas, having photography accepted as a fine art, teaching creative photog-
raphy, and encouraging others.  His ten volumes of technical manuals on photography continue to be 
the most influential books ever written on the subject. This Is the American Earth, with text by collabora-
tor Nancy Newhall, started the publishing movement of “coffee table” books so popular today.  Adams’ 
renowned photography of the magnificent American West has become the face of wilderness for many.

Ansel Adams’ exemplary life work has been duly recognized. He received honorary Doctor of Fine Art de-
grees, the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the honorary naming of the Ansel Adams Wilderness and Mount 
Ansel Adams, and numerous other accolades — testimony to a life of beauty, well lived, and epitomizing 
civility and respect. 

www.photokunst.com  •  1.360.378.1028
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ERNEST H. BROOKS II

BIOGRAPHY

Ambassador of the marine environment, photographer, adventurer, 
diver and educator, Ernest H. Brooks II was born to be a photogra-
pher. As the son of Ernest H. Brooks, founder of the internationally 
renowned Brooks Institute of Photography, Ernie Brooks was des-
tined to follow in his father’s footsteps for part of his life’s journey 
before forging his own path. Throughout his long tenure as the 
head of Brooks Institute, he carried out the duties that come with 
that corporate territory, including keynote speaking at international 
conventions, working with national and international organizations 
and companies to enhance the industry, encouraging photographic 
education, and promoting photography as a universal language. 

As a noted professional photographer, Brooks has won international 
acclaim for underwater photography and audio/visual presentation. 
In his pursuit of dramatic marine images, he has descended into the treacherous waters beneath the polar 
icecaps and into the depths of almost every ocean on Earth.  His work has been exhibited in the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, Monterey Bay Aquarium Shark Exhibit, Yugoslavia  “Man in the Sea,’” Our World Under-
water, Smithsonian “Planet Earth” and was also honored by the Smithsonian Institution. He is a member 
of the Professional Photographers of America, is one of 40 photographers in the world admitted to the 
prestigious Camera Craftsmen of America, and the recipient of many awards and honors.

As a trailblazer in the development of underwater photographic equipment and technique, Brooks has 
witnessed great industry advances and though he has harnessed and implemented much of that new 
technology, at a time when a plethora of color underwater photographs illustrate magazines and glossy 
brochures, he, perhaps surprisingly, still favors black-and-white. His photographic legacy is the evidence 
that has illustrated the dramatic changes in our oceans, and he himself remains a tremendous voice for 
oceanic exploration, and through that, the preservation of our marine environment.

“In his passion, Ernie took the road less traveled. . .One of the stunning qualities evident in his work is that his pictures 
often are created using only the ambient light that illumines the uppermost layers of the sea.  As light enters the water, 
the brightest colors are filtered out—the reds, the oranges, and yellows being the first to disappear.  So by choosing 
a palette of black and white, Ernie captures a quality that is more true, more revealing of the sea, than color images 
that so easily seduce us.”
       — Jean Michel Cousteau, educator, filmmaker, ocean explorer, and President of Ocean Futures Society

“Brooks is truly the Master of Light in the sea.  The rich black and white images in Silver Seas are simply the most beau-
tifully reproduced photographs ever made in the oceans - a rare composition of art and craftsmanship.”
      — David Doubilet, one of the world’s premier underwater photographers, primarily for National Geographic

www.photokunst.com  •  1.360.378.1028
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DOROTHY KERPER MONNELLY

BIOGRAPHY

           Dorothy Kerper Monnelly speaks for the landscape through 
her photographs and also through her conservation advocacy. 
Her many years living in the midst of the Massachusetts Great 
Marsh culminated in the 2006 publication of her critically ac-
claimed book of black and white landscapes, “Between Land 
and Sea: The Great Marsh” (George Braziller Inc.). The book won 
praise from both the fine art and conservation communities, 
and the large-format black and white photographic essay has 
introduced many to the unique beauty of a fragile landscape 
and rich ecosystem. In “For My Daughters”, her second book, 
Monnelly pairs her photographs of the natural world with her mother’s poetry, creating a dialog between 
photo and poem, mother and daughter, time and place. 

Through her imagery and work with conservation groups, she raises awareness of our role in safeguarding 
the fragile balance of this extraordinary resource. Legendary naturalist Edward O. Wilson called Monnelly 
“the Ansel Adams of the wetlands.”  Ipswich resident and renowned author John Updike commented, 
“Your photos are just lovely, and the marshes are a noble subject.”

In addition to her widely published, award-winning marsh photography, Monnelly has photographed ex-
tensively in the lava fields of Hawaii, the California desert, in Iceland, and in Maine, where she was artist-in-
residence at Acadia National Park.  Monnelly’s large-format gelatin silver prints are in the permanent col-
lection of the National Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C., and also are held in numerous 
private collections. In September, 2012, black and white photographs from her Ice Pattern Series were on 
exhibit at Photo Vernissage 2012 in St. Petersburg, Russia. Her photographs have been exhibited in galler-
ies from Maine and New York City to Seattle and Hawaii. She has shared and discussed her photography at 
numerous locations including Photo LA and the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA. 

“She shows me the uncommon in the common, the extraordinary in the ordinary, the universe in the pattern.” 
—Thoreau scholar J. Parker Huber
 
“Monnelly . . . beautifully captures the spacious tranquility of her subject . . . but her eye extends beyond nature docu-
mentation to more painterly, abstract visions: the grainy rhythms of wave-washed sand at Crane Beach and huge 
tree shadows falling across partly melted and powdery snow.
—Publishers Weekly
 
“As a photographer, Monnelly has a rare sense and perception of what I think of as the thoroughness of place, 
knowing the Great Marsh and its nuances intimately, much as did Ansel Adams the Sierra Nevada and his beloved 
Yosemite National Park.”
—Jeanne Falk Adams. Ansel Adams Gallery

www.photokunst.com  •  1.360.378.1028
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Exhibition Curator: JEANNE FALK ADAMS

BIOGRAPHY

Jeanne Falk Adams is former CEO of The Ansel Adams Gallery in Yosemite National Park, a family business 
of 104 years. Through her 25 years with the gallery, she designed and directed photography exhibitions, 
symposia, and workshops. Her expertise in the field has made her a much-sought-after reviewer, juror, lec-
turer, and advocate for creative photography. She is also one of the rare individuals to have viewed every 
reproduction print of Ansel Adams’ expansive collection.

She holds a Master of Arts in Education from Stanford University, and a BA in History from California State 
University, Fresno. Adams has served on the boards of art museums and higher education institutions and 
been actively involved in environmental activities. She has been a trustee with the University of California 
Press Foundation and the Central California Futures Institute. She also has been a board member of the 
University of California, Merced. She was a member and community liaison for the State of California Re-
sources Agency’s Steering Committee of the Sierra Summit, serving as a key contact for scientists research-
ing for the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem Project. She is a recipient of the Kappa Kappa Gamma National Alumni 
Award for her lifetime of dedication to the arts, humanities, environment, public housing and education.

Adams’s long involvement in environmental issues has convinced her that aesthetics, and black-and-white 
photography in particular, can alert, inspire, communicate, and motivate. Based on this premise, Jeanne 
took on the formidable task of curating FRAGILE WATERS, a subject matter close to her heart and beliefs. 

STATEMENT

As curator of FRAGILE WATERS I began with the concept of beauty engaging the viewer and selected im-
ages from my father-in-law Ansel Adams, from Ernest H. Brooks II, and from Dorothy Kerper Monnelly that 
told a story about water, unspoiled land and waterscapes.

My personal energy in FRAGILE WATERS is a deeply held belief that everyone is to be respected for his 
individual perspective, and that with urbanization worldwide we move away from natural beauty so im-
portant for our psychological and spiritual balance and harmony.  Beauty is one of those links.  Black-and-
white photography is classic and allows connection in individual ways.  When life gets out of balance, 
inspiration can come from sources that engage feelings and love.  I believe that water is so crucial, in all its 
force, wonder, and necessity for life, that an exhibition in which sensitive artists interpret water in environ-
ments they love can begin to shift that zeitgeist.  Honoring downstream users becomes real.

Ansel Adams, Ernest H. Brooks II, and Dorothy Kerper Monnelly have clear visions, intimately know the 
magic of mountain stream; the quiet, somber, lively coasts,;  the life of animals, plants, fishes under water 
– new to many, and now captured for eternity.  Enjoy
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FRAGILE  WATERS
TRAVELING EXHIBITION

Exhibition Concept & Representation:   photokunst LLC

photokunst specializes in cause-oriented fine art photography and photojournalism.

photokunst focuses on vintage and contemporary collections, with an emphasis on cause-oriented, doc-
umentary and ethnographic photography.

Consulting services encompass traveling museum and gallery exhibitions, photo book development, and  
marketing of photographers and their collections. We work closely with photographers throughout all 
the elements of photography book development — from conception of ideas to the creative logistics of 
design, publishing, production, and marketing.

photokunst offers artistic integrity, individual service, extensive expertise, and wide-ranging professional 
contacts within the realm of the global photography world and non profit organizations.

Traveling exhibitions currently available:  Passages / African Ceremonies by Carol Beckwith and Angela 
Fisher, Stirring the Fire: a global movement to empower women and girls by Phil Borges, ONE PERSON CRY-
ING: Women and War by Marissa Roth, Infinite Light: A Photograhic Meditation on Tibet by Marissa Roth, The 
Bridge at Hoover Dam by Jamey Stillings, and Invisible Eve: Crime & Wisdom by Yousef Khanfar

photokunst is honored to travel this important and timely exhibition, FRAGILE WATERS, addressing the 
critical issues of the world’s number-one resource:  water.

“In one drop of water are found all the secrets of all the oceans.” 
 —Kahlil Gibran

“The highest goodness is like water.  Water benefits all things and does not compete.  It stays in the lowly places which 
others despise.  Therefore it is near The Eternal.”  
 —Lao Tzu
 
The earth never tires
The earth is rude, silent, incomprehensible, at first:
Nature is rude and incomprehensible at first:
Be not discouraged, keep on, there are divine things well envelop’d,
I swear to you there are divine things more beautiful than words can tell.  
 —Walt Whitman

Contact photokunst:
Barbara Cox, Principal  •	 Anne Sheridan, Exhibition coordinator

www.photokunst.com
Email: info@photokunst.com

Tel:  (001) 360 378 1028			•			Fax: (001) 360 370 5061
725 Argyle Avenue, Friday Harbor, WA 98250  USA
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ANSEL ADAMS
Point Sur, Storm, Big Sur, CA,1946

© Ansel Adams Publishing Rights Trust, c ourtesy of Michael & Jeanne Adams
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© ERNEST H. BROOKS II
Winged Angel,  Santa Barbara Island, 1993
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© DOROTHY KERPER MONNELLY
Salt Marsh Island, Clouds, Ipswich, MA
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